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BE REMEMBERED

OUR STORY 
Armoir Fashion brings you a piece of the old world infused with spiritual 

symbols and modern confidence. Specializing in handcrafted jewellery and 

accessories made with genuine Italian leather, natural stones, and pre-

cious metals, these one-of-a-kind pieces highlight the human touch with 

high-end finishes and acute attention to detail. Armoir brings vintage de-

signs back to life with contemporary, high-fashion, boho-style accessories. 

Let each piece take you on a journey through time and self-discovery. 



This female cuff collection is perfect 

for any outfit, any day. These mas-

culinebracelets with feminine twists 

are made with genuine leather that 

are eitherembossed, weaved, or or-

namented with leather findings, and 

are tied together with an eye-catch-

ing pewter clasp, rhodium plated.  

Made in Canada. Available in , 

cognac, chestnut, white, black mix, 

blue mix, white mix, cognac mix. in 

40mm or 20 mm. 7” & 7.5”L.

CARLU
COLLECTION

CR010 - 40mm. 7” & 7.5”

CR010 - chestnut

CR010 - white

CR010mix - white

CR010mix - black

CR010mix - cognac

CR010mix - blue



DON
COLLECTION

The perfect piece for any influential and high-powered gentleman. 
These bracelets of cognac and black genuine Italian leather area tied 
together with a silver buckle that comes in 7.5 and 8 inches and per-

fectly compliments any outfit from business to recreation.
D010 comes in cognac, mustard, black, blue, grey, and chestnut.

D011 comes in cognac/black, chestnut/black,  and blue/striped cognac 
mix.

Made in Canada

D010 - cognac D010 - mustard

D010 - black D010 - denim blue

D010 - grey
D010 - brown



D011 - cognac + blackD011 - grey + black

D011 - cognac + blue



RECESS 
COLLECTION
Take a break from the norm, loosen your 

mind and go on a retreat. Our recess 

collection is daring and adventurous, 

highlighting the youthful soul in you. 

Sizes range 3 to 3.5 cm adjustable 

button, Made in Canada

R012

RECESS 
COLLECTION
Take a break from the norm, loosen your mind, and go on 

a retreat. Our Recess Collection is daring and adventurous, 

highlighting the youthful spirit in all of us. With the option of 

thick (3.5cm) or thin (3cm), perforated genuine cowhide leather 

connect together with 3 pins or 1 pin and loop for size customis-

ation.  Available in cognac, brown , grey, denim blue, and black.

Made in Canada

DARING

R016 - cognac

R016 - grey

R016 - denim blue R016 - brown



R021

The serpent: the ultimate expression of 

good and evil and a representation of 

rebirth and fertility. Celebrate your wild 

side with these genuine Italian leather 

bracelets with an intricate handmade 

snakehead toggle, or leather slit.

Available in cognac, black, denim blue. 

Available in 7 and 8 inches.

Made in Canada

COBRA 
COLLECTION

CB010 - cognac

CB010 - black

CB011 - grey

CB011 - denim blue



In a game of intellect and calculation, only the wise few utilize their mind as the vital 

weapon to defeat their opponent. A strategy as old as time, and a game that has pre-

vailed for 15 centuries, our GRAND MASTER collection is influenced by this great game. 

Made from genuine cowhide that comes in black leather at 8” & 8.5” with 92.5  silver 

medallions of knights, bishops, kings, rooks, and pawns. 

GRAND MASTER
COLLECTION

GM010 GM011

KNIGHT
The epitome of confidence and chivalry, 

knights leap over bounds using intuition, 

ingenuity, and bravery. 

PAWN
The only piece on the chessboard with 

the opportunity to be promoted, This 

unique piece reminds us to be patient 

and move forward one-step-at-a-time.

ROOK
These tenacious pieces embody strength, 

solidity, and collective power, surveillance 

and  a dedication to serve.

KING
The charismatic ruler of the kingdom, the 

king serves as an example of masculinity, 

authority, and prominence.

BISHOP
A unique combination of strength, 

power, and faith, the bishop has the 

power to captivate.

checkmate
GM012GM013



TOUCH 
COLLECTION
Masculine simplicity with a slight edge. 

For those who wish to remain trendy 

but need more than yesterday and  

enough for tomorrow. This collection

features genuine cowhide strands

with gun metal finihings. Versatile 

with casual or dress wear. 

Available in  - 8” , 8.5”

Made in Canada

T010

T011

T012

T013



AN022AN023

AN024



ANYA 
COLLECTION

A piece of regalia reminiscent of a time of 
queens and kingdoms. The necklaces are 
each unique, made of agate, swarovski crys-
tals, quartz. and genuine leather. Embellished 
with a statement chain, rhodium plated. 
One bracelet, a true raw an classy look, thick 
magnetic clasp made out of pewter with a 
hammered finish look, all chains are rhoidum 
plated.
Bracelet available in  - 7”,7.5”,8”
Made in Canada

AN020 AN021



Beauty and elegance in one 
collection. A mixture of the 
old world and classic shapes 
make up interweaved pieces 
for a perfectly balanced unisex 
look. The black leather cord 
and rowball chain hold beads 
of pewter and rhodium plated 
links in 6.75, 7.5, and 8 inches. 
Made in Canada 

SUBMERGE
COLLECTION

SB020

SB021

SB022

SB023

SB024

SB025

SB026

SB027
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SB028

SB029

SB030

SB031

SB032



AM011 - deep purple AM015 - black / rose gold AM012 - natural deer hyde

AM010 - black / silver AM014 - white deer hyde AM013 - forest green

Classic and clean round pendants for everyday 
glam and an overall boho feel. Rhodium or rose 
gold plated curb link chains hold circles filled with 
acrylic resin or leather that comes in your choice 
of colour, and a hanging Swarovski stone. Made in 
Canada

AMELIA 
COLLECTION
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